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Influence of counterion valency on the scattering properties of highly
charged polyelectrolyte solutions
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Light and neutron scattering measurements on highly charged polyelectrolyte solutions have
recently provided firm evidence for the existence of ‘‘domain structures’’ containing many chains,
even at rather low-polymer concentrations. In the present paper, we systematically investigate the
influence of counterion charge valencyZc on the scattering properties of sulfonated polystyrene
~PSS! solutions in water with monovalent and divalent counterions. This study is part of a larger
effort to identify essential factors governing polyelectrolyte domain formation and the geometric
properties of these transient structures. Neutron scattering measurements indicate that the interchain
correlation lengthjd within the domains becomes larger by a factor of 1.5–2 for divalent relative
to monovalent counterions. This observation is consistent with the Manning model estimate of the
change in effective polymer charge densityG* with Zc and with previous observations linkingjd

@from the peak position in the scattering intensity@ I (q)# with the bare polymer charge density,G.
Light scattering measurements of the radius of gyrationRg,d of the domains indicate that their size
becomessmallerfor divalent counterions and with a reduction ofG. We observe that the ‘‘fractal’’
dimension of the domains measured from the low-angle scaling ofI (q) depends on the chemical
structure of the polyelectrolyte. Zero average contrast~ZAC! neutron scattering measurements show
that the radius of gyrationRg,c of individual polyelectrolyte chains is also reduced for divalent
counterions, suggesting that chain rigidity is strongly influenced byG* . Charge valency effects on
relaxation times are investigated by dynamic light scattering. As usual, two diffusive modes are
observed in the light intensity autocorrelation function,G(t). The ‘‘fast’’ mode becomes slower
and the ‘‘slow’’ mode becomes faster for the divalent counterion (Mg21), relative to the
monovalent counterion (Na1). Counterion valence has a large influence on the structure and
dynamics of highly charged polyelectrolyte solutions through its influence onG* . © 2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1336148#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The tendency toward clustering is a ubiquitous pheno
enon in colloidal dispersions, polymer solutions, and ot
complex fluids. In many cases, such as living polymer so
tions, micelle solutions, and thermally reversible gels of va
ous kinds, the clusters form and disintegrate in a state
equilibrium so that these are ‘‘dynamic’’ cluster structures1,2

The nature of the interparticle interactions giving rise
these clusters range from weak van der Waals interaction
ionic associations and covalent chemical bonds and in p
meric systems these interactions can also be influence
subtle interactions having a topological origin. The geome
of these dynamic clusters exhibit a wide variety of form
ranging from globular structures such as micelles or obje
having a very specific structure~as commonly found in self-
organization of biological forms! to fractal polymeric struc-
tures having a linear or branched chain topology. The typ
clustering apparently depends on the geometrical form of
molecules, the symmetry and range of the interparticle in
actions and the capacity of the clustering species to fo
multifunctional associations. In practice, it is difficult to pr

a!Electronic mail: jack.douglas@nist.gov
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dict the morphology of the domains of clustering particl
from molecular information, but there has been rec
progress in this direction in the case of charged particle
persions. Monte Carlo simulations of model platelet partic
having a quadrapolar interaction, intended to model char
clay particles in solution, show a tendency of the dynam
clusters to form branched living polymer structure3

Molecular-dynamics simulations of model dipolar partic
fluids indicate a tendency of the particles to form linear l
ing polymer chains.4,5 In each case, the fractal polymer
structures aredynamicin the sense mentioned above and w
can see how the symmetry of the pair potential reflects it
in the geometry of the clusters. The ‘‘restricted primitiv
model’’ of idealized charged particle dispersions of finit
sized spherical anions and cations under the condition
solution charge neutrality has recently been generalized
include a short-range attractive interaction.6 This model in-
dicates the existence of a segregation of the charged part
into domains whose symmetry is apparently dependent
the size and charge asymmetry of the ions.7 Local ordering
of this kind accords qualitatively with Staudinger’s an
Langmuir’s intuitive view of the clustering of charged pa
ticles into domains having a locally ‘‘salt-like’’ ordering.8 In
the common physical situation in which there is a large s
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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asymmetry between the size of the cation and anion we
pect, based on the strong analogy of the generalized
stricted primitive model6 to the theory of block copolyme
microphase formation,9 that charged particles with spheric
symmetry in a solution with small counterions will tend
form ‘‘compact’’ ~i.e., somewhat irregular in shape, but no
fractal! domains coexisting with a disordered backgrou
fluid. Compact domains of this kind are in fact observed
colloidal dispersions of charged nearly spherical partic
having a common charge if the charge density of the p
ticles is sufficiently high.10–13 Charged compact particl
clusters are notably observed in various charged protein
lutions having important biological significance.14 There
have also been reports of direct observation of micelle-
domains in aqueous polyelectrolyte solutions.15

In the present paper, we are concerned with the cas
model synthetic polyelectrolyte solutions~sulfonated poly-
styrene with monovalent and divalent cations dissolved
water! in which there is likewise a large asymmetry betwe
the average sizes of the cations and anions. The chain to
ogy of the polyanion and charge valency asymmetry can t
be expected to influence the resulting domain structure~we
normally use the term ‘‘domain structure’’ or ‘‘domain’’ in
stead of ‘‘cluster’’ since it is not clear that the charged m
ecules or particles must physically touch to belong to a
main of particles exhibiting correlated motion!. Prediction of
the geometry of these transient domain structures is un
tain for this more complex charged particle geometry and
anticipate that the form of clustering will be dependent
the specific polymer chemistry.

Combined neutron and light scattering observations
Ermi and Amis16 on poly ~N-methyl-2-vinylpyridinium chlo-
ride! in D2O covering a large scattering wave vectorq range
indicated that the polyelectrolyte domains had an appro
mately fractal structure at large scales (df'2.260.2) and a
peak was observed at highq that scaled with polymer con
centrationCp to the exponent,17 0.4860.02 (q5uqu; see Sec.
V below for further discussion!. These observations are co
sistent with a domain structure, having an internal struct
in which the high-q peak corresponds to an interchain cor
lation lengthjd within the domains (jd can be roughly iden-
tified as an average ‘‘mesh spacing’’ of the domain str
tures!. A scalingjd;Cp

21/2 is consistent with a network-like
domain structure having the topology of a two-dimensio
surface,18–22 and this result is contrasted with domains ha
ing a three-dimensional network topology~‘‘sponge random
surfaces’’! in which the jd exponent should equal21/3.
~These concentration scaling relations assume a propor
ality between the polymer concentration in the polyelect
lyte domains and the polymer solution.16 A reliable determi-
nation of the clusterdf must be made by independe
scattering measurements.! Equilibrium domain structures
having a similar fractal dimension (df'2.0– 2.1) are com-
monly observed in particle dispersions23–28 and these expo
nents correspond to swollen ‘‘living’’ branched polymers1,2

having ‘‘sheet’’ or ‘‘sponge’’ topologies, respectively.22

These fractal dimensions are readily discriminated from
ear living polymers wheredf'5/3 and compact aggregate
which are characterized by Porod-type scattering@corre-
Downloaded 17 Dec 2001 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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sponding to a24 power scaling ofI (q) due to the presence
of sharp domain interfaces#. The scaling ofI (q) in relatively
low-q light scattering measurements and the concentra
dependence of the high-q peak accessible in x-ray and ne
tron scattering measurements thus provide important in
mation about the geometry of the domain structures form
in polyelectrolyte solutions at equilibrium. Below we utiliz
scattering methods to investigate the influence of counte
charge valency and polymer charge density on the struc
~size and form! of the polyelectrolyte domains.

Previous scattering measurements by our group utili
poly~N-methyl-2-vinylpyridinium chloride! in water and eth-
ylene glycol solutions to investigate the importance of ‘‘so
vent quality’’ effects and the polyelectrolyte backbone stru
ture on the occurrence of polyelectrolyte doma
formation.16,17,29 These measurements conclusively show
that a hydrophobic chain backbone is not required for
formation of polyelectrolyte domain structures in solution.
the present paper, we consider the more common sulfon
polystyrene~PSS! synthetic polymer, which has a rather h
drophobic chain backbone. The measurements below i
cate that the geometrical form of the polyelectrolyte doma
found for PSS are more compact than those found for p
~N-methyl-2-vinylpyridinium chloride!, showing that the
polyelectrolyte domain structures are indeed sensitive to
detailed chemistry of the polyelectrolyte and solvent.

Our original intent for the present investigation was
investigate a much wider range of counterion types
including alkali earth metals, transition metals, and es
cially counterions of high-charge valency, but we found th
many of these polyelectrolyte-counterion combinations le
to precipitation of the polyelectrolyte solutions30 ~Narh and
Keller31 have documented this phenomenon for PSS so
tions, along with many other related interesting obser
tions!. Therefore, we restricted our attention to monovale
and divalent alkali earth metal counterions, apart from
couple of exceptions noted below.

II. EXPERIMENT

Polystyrene sulfonate samples~PSS! listed in Table I
were used for the experiments. Sample NaPSS-h1@Mn

51.243105,32 degree of sulfonation~DS!590%, Mw /Mn

51.23, degree of polymerization~DP!5633# was obtained
from Scientific Polymer Products, Inc.33 Matched relative
molecular mass deuterated sample NaPSS-d2 (Mn55.88
3104,32 DS583%,Mw /Mn51.06, DP5300! and hydroge-
nated sample NaPSS-h2 (Mn56.063104,32 DS590%,
Mw /Mn51.06, DP5309! were purchased from Polyme
Source Inc.33 NaPSS samples with charge density~degree of
sulfonation! of 84% ~NaPSS-h3! and 50%~NaPSS-h4! were
prepared by sulfonation of polystyreneMn51.813104,
Mw /Mn51.03, DP5174, obtained from Scientific Polyme
Products, Inc.33! according to the procedure of Makows
et al.34 All samples were purified by mixed-bed ion ex
change resin@Bio-Rad MSZ 501~D!#.33 The acid form of
polystyrene sulfonate was converted to a salt form by mix
with an equivalent hydroxide. The neutralized solution w
further purified by dialysis against deionized water to a co
stant low conductivity. The CuPSS sample was prepared
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Characteristics of polystyrene sulfonate samples.

Samples Mn
a Mw /Mn DP DS Origin

PSS-h1 1.243105 1.23 633 90% Scientific Polymer
PSS-h2 6.063104 1.06 309 90% Polymer Sources
PSS-d2 5.883104 1.06 300 83% Polymer Sources
PSS-h3 ¯ 1.03b 174 84%c Prepared in this labd

PSS-h4 ¯ 1.03b 174 50%c Prepared in this labd

aRelative molecular mass of polystyrene sulfonate sodium salt.
bPolydispersity of parent polystyrene.
cDetermined by titration.
dAccording to Ref. 34.
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mixing CuSO4•5H2O with the acidic form of PSS in a mola
ratio at least 100 fold excess of Cu21 to H1 and by dialysis
against deionized water until a permanent low conductiv
of the exchanged water was achieved. The ‘‘salt-free’’ po
electrolyte solutions were lyophilized and further dried in
vacuum oven to a constant weight. Deuterated water (D2O,
Cambridge Isotopes,33 99.9% D, low paramagnetic! was used
as received. Other chemicals used such as NaOH, KOH,
(OH)2, Ca(OH)2 were all analytical grade and were us
without further purification.

A. Neutron scattering measurements

Small angle neutron scattering measurements were
formed both on the 8 and 30 m SANS instruments at
Cold Neutron Research Facility at the National Institute
Standards and Technology to obtain scattering data ov
wide range of observational scales. A fixed sample-
detector distance of 3.5 m was used at the 8 m facility. The
neutron beam was monochromated to a wavelength~l! of 9
Å with a velocity selector having a spread of 0.25 (Dl/l
50.25). This configuration corresponds toq
5(4p/l0)sin(u/2) values in the range 0.0089 Å21,q
,0.0890 Å21, wherel0 is the neutron wavelength andu is
the scattering angle. Two sample-to-detector distances~8.1
and 1.5 m! were used at the 30 m facility. The waveleng
l56 Å andDl/l50.22. These configurations allowed us
perform measurements over a large wave vector ra
~0.0075 Å21,q,0.08 Å21 and 0.0413 Å21,q
,0.535 Å21, respectively!. The resulting data were cor
rected for background electronic noise, detector inhomo
neity, empty cell scattering, and solvent scattering. The
certainties are calculated as the estimated standard devi
of the mean. In case where the limits are smaller than
plotted symbols, the limits are left out for clarity. Fits of th
scattering data are made by a least-square fit of the
giving an average and a standard deviation to the fit.

B. Light scattering measurements

Static and dynamic light scattering measurements w
performed with a Brookhaven~BI-200SM! light scattering
goniometer33 using an Argon ion laser~Spectra Physics
2020-3!33 operating at a wavelength of 488 nm. The sta
light scattering intensity was measured by photon coun
over an angular range of 30° to 150° at 5° intervals and
scattering data were normalized by the scattering intensit
toluene as a reference. Background scattering due to w
ec 2001 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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was subtracted from the measured count rate. Light sca
ing autocorrelation functionsG(t) were acquired with a
logarithmic digital correlator~ALV-5000! and the corre-
sponding relaxation time distributions were obtained byCON-

TIN analysis.35 The measurement temperature was control
at (25.0060.05) °C using a circulating bath. All solution
utilized in the dynamic light scattering measurements w
filtered through 0.20mm Gelman PVDF filters.33

III. SPECIFICATION OF CONCENTRATION REGIMES
AND CHARGE INTERACTION STRENGTH

The clustering of particles at equilibrium characteris
cally depends on the concentration of the clustering partic
and on other parameters influencing the interparticle inte
tion leading to particle clustering~e.g., solution pH, dielec-
tric constant, polymer charge density, salt concentration
potentially relevant parameters for polyelectroly
solutions!.1,2 The transition temperature at relatively lo
concentrations of the clustering species normally depe
Arrheniusly on temperature and this behavior has been
served for thermally reversible gels, living polymer sol
tions, and micelle solutions.36–38

The presence of clustering necessarily complicates
definition of concentration regimes in this type of partic
dispersion. In solutions of neutral particles, we norma
speak of ‘‘dilute,’’ ‘‘semidilute,’’ and ‘‘concentrated’’ re-
gimes based on geometrical considerations of the absenc
interchain contacts, chain interpenetration, and dense p
ing, respectively. This type of definition is not generally us
ful in predicting particle clustering. It is more natural to d
fine concentration regimes in terms of a temperatu
dependent concentration defining the onset of signific
particle clustering~e.g., critical micelle concentration in sur
factant solutions!. It is also common for particle clusters t
undergo further clustering at a larger scale or to change t
cluster morphology with increased particle concentration o
change in the temperature~micelle solutions again provide
good illustration39!. The cluster reorganization at higher co
centrations often involves multifunctional contacts leading
the formation of thermally reversible gels. The concentrat
regimes of solutions of clustering particles are then defin
by a succession of clustering transitions and geometry ba
definitions of concentration regimes have little relevance

Clustering transitions are commonly accompanied
sharp changes in the solution transport properties~for ex-
ample, the Soret coefficient of micelle solutions exhibits
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3302 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 7, 15 February 2001 Zhang et al.
maximum at micellization transition.40!. Variations in the
equilibrium properties~specific heat, osmotic compressib
ity! are normally weak at clustering transitions.2 Relative
sharp changes in transport properties are helpful in loca
the clustering transitions as a function of partic
concentration.2 Particle clustering near the critical point o
fluid mixtures and colloid dispersions characteristically giv
rise to a maximum in the solution viscosity as a function
composition41,42 and associating particle fluids can be e
pected to give rise to similar features.43 The study of these
clustering transitions as a function of temperature and o
relevant parameters is necessary to define concentratio
gimes since clustering can initiate at very low concent
tions.

Polyelectrolyte solutions exhibit characteristic maxim
in the viscosity44 at rather low-polymer concentrations on th
order (1026 to 1025) M and recent measurements ha
shown a nearly Arrhenius temperature dependence of
‘‘transition’’ for sulfonated polystyrene in water. Unfortu
nately, it is very difficult to perform light or neutron scatte
ing measurements in this very low-concentration regime
that our investigation must necessarily be restricted to a c
centration regime where large polyelectrolyte domains
ready exist.~The mean dimensions of these domains are
amined below!. The size of the sulfonated polystyren
domains is insensitive to temperature@22 °C<T<95 °C# in
our measurements below. This is consistent with being
below the clustering temperature, but above the tempera
of phase separation.1,2 The measurements of the present p
per are also restricted to a concentration regime where
solutions remain fluid. Recent measurements on these p
electrolyte solutions at high polymer concentrations (Cp>1
M! indicate extremely long relaxation times for polym
composition fluctuations, as measured by dynamic light s
tering ~see Sec. VII!. This observation is consistent with
phenomenon similar to thermally reversible gelation at th
higher polyelectrolyte concentrations.~There are many inter
esting features of this ‘‘gelation regime,’’ but this phenom
ena will be discussed in a separate paper.! The current paper
is restricted to the concentration regime (1025 M,Cp,1
M! where we expect to have relatively isolated polyelect
lyte clusters.~A monomer molar concentration of 1 M fo
NaPSS corresponds approximately to the mass concentr
200 g/L.!45 An explanation of our estimate of the onset co
centration Cp'1025 M for polyelectrolyte clustering is
given in Sec. VII.

Clustering transitions have been observed in lightly s
fonated PSS in nonpolar solvents~‘‘ionomer’’ solutions!
upon varying temperature and concentration by both st
and dynamic light scattering.46,47 There have been many re
ports of a clustering in highly charged polyelectrolyte so
tions upon lowering the salt concentration,48 providing an
accessible route to studying polyelectrolyte clustering
neutron scattering. There is also evidence for chain clus
ing in high molecular weight, uncharged polym
solutions.49,50 Douglas and Hubbard51 have developed a
model of chain ‘‘entanglement’’ based on this phenomen
Within this model, topologically induced particle clusterin
~entanglement! should by possible in spherical ge
Downloaded 17 Dec 2001 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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particles,52 rodlike particles such as buckytubes,53 and plate-
like particles such as found in exfoliated clays.54 This addi-
tional source of clustering leads one to expect clustering
persist in high-molecular weight polyelectrolyte solutio
when the salt concentration is high.55

The measurements discussed below are also restricte
relatively high-charge densities where charge condensa
of the counterions onto the chain backbone makes an im
tant contribution to the polyelectrolyte properties. The int
action strength is quantified through the Coulomb interact
coupling constant,G5lB /a, wherelB is the Bjerrum length
(lB57.14 Å for water near room temperature and atm
spheric pressure! and a is the average contour distance b
tween charged groups along the chain backbone. Ch
condensation occurs whenG is on the order of unity@G
;O(1)# since the Coulombic interaction energy becom
comparable to the thermal energykBT under this condition.56

All or our measurements are restricted to the charge cond
sation regime where a significant fraction of the counterio
are ‘‘localized’’ to a region near the polyanion backbone. W
denote the effective value ofG in the regime of charge con
densation byG* . The idealized Manning model predicts th
the effective charge density parameterG ~sometimes denoted
by j in the polyelectrolyte literature! sticksto a value inverse
to the counterion valenceZc , G* 51/Zc for G.G* , so that
the relative charge density between polyelectrolytes havi
divalent versus monovalent counterions is predicted to eq
1/2 in the regime of counterion condensation. A recent ref
mulation of the Manning model of charge condensation
terms of an association equilibrium process between
counterions and the polyelectrolyte chain indicates that
condensation transition should become more gradual w
increasing polymer concentration.57 Since our scattering
measurements are restricted to a concentration rang
which substantial domain formation occurs, we can exp
the effective charge densityG* of the polymers to slowly
increase with the bare charge densityG rather than to plateau
as in the infinite-dilution Manning model.

Existing theories of polyelectrolyte solution properti
do not normally treat the strong Coulomb coupling regim
corresponding to our measurements58 and the investigation
of the phenomenology of these solutions is thus basic
making progress in understanding polyelectrolyte solutio
Numerous theories and scaling arguments have been in
duced based on the assumed picture of a homogeneous
persion of polymer chains in solution and considerations
the ionic strength dependence of chain rigidity.59 Applicabil-
ity of these models to our measurements is not obvious s
chain clustering is conspicuous at any concentration at wh
the scattering measurements are possible. Moreover, cou
ion condensation should significantly modify the chain rig
ity and the intersegmental interactions. All these effects n
to be incorporated in the modeling of polyelectrolyte so
tions.

IV. INTERCHAIN CORRELATION LENGTH jd

The maximum in the scattering intensity as a function
q is perhaps the best known feature of the scattering pro
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ties of polyelectrolyte solutions. This scattering intens
maximum has been observed in many previous x-ray
neutron scattering studies, and the scaling of this peak p
tion q* with particle concentrationCp has provoked much
theoretical speculation. A crossover between aq* ;Cp

1/3 and
a q* ;Cp

1/2 concentration scaling has frequently been no
for polyelectrolyte solutions. This crossover has been
served both for relatively flexible and rodlik
polyelectrolytes60,61 so the effect seems to have little to d
with polymer chain conformation.

Figure 1 shows our SANS scattering data for salt-f
PSS solutions with a range monovalent and divalent cou
rions where the polymer concentration is fixed atCp50.20
M. ~Sample specification is given in figure captions.! The
SANS data falls into two distinct groups, the peak positio
q* corresponding to monovalent ion (H1, Na1, K1) scat-
tering data occur near 0.08 Å21 while the peak positionsq*
for the divalent ions (Mg21, Ca21, Cu21) cluster near
0.04 Å21. This corresponds to an interchain correlati
length jd[2p/q* , having a sizejd'8 and 16 nm for
monovalent and divalent ions, respectively.

In an extensive set of measurements that we plan to p
lish elsewhere, we investigatedq* for Na1 and Mg21 coun-
terions at higher polymer concentrations where the size
the polyelectrolyte domains and the relaxation times fr
dynamic light scattering measurements become very larg
phenomenon similar to thermally reversible gelation.62 These
measurements indicate thatq* for monovalent and divalen
counterions approach each other asCp approaches a charac
teristic concentration on the order of 1.0 M where the sl
mode relaxation time also becomes very large. This indica
a significant change in the interchain correlations with co
terion valence at these relatively high-polymer concen
tions, and suggests a change in the character of the cou
ion condensation phenomenon at high polymer conc
trations. This ‘‘gel-regime’’ is avoided in the present pap

Observations ofq* as a function ofCp , counterion type
~or charge density63! and polymer molecular weight show

FIG. 1. SANS scattering intensity data for PSS with monovalent and d
lent counterions, showing the shift of divalent ion peaks to smallerq, where
the polyion concentration is 0.20 M and the degree of sulfonation~Ref. 34!
~charge density! is 90% (G52.57) ~sample PSS-h1!. The absolute intensi-
ties shown in the figure have not been calibrated so that compariso
relative intensities cannot be reliably made in this figure.
Downloaded 17 Dec 2001 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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that the counterion valence is a primary determinant of
fine structure of PSS polyelectrolyte domains. This conc
sion is further supported by SANS studies of PSS soluti
having more complex counterions such as K1 caged by a
~18-crown-6! crown ether.64 Complexed counterions wer
prepared by stoichiometrically adding the crown ether to
KPSS salt-free solution. The crown ether is a very stro
ligand for K1 so that adding this molecular to a KPSS so
tion traps the K1 ions into the crown ether cage
stoichiometrically.64 Surprisingly, we observed the peak p
sition for the crown ether complexed KPSS and the unco
plexed KPSS solutions to be nearly thesame ~data not
shown!. Similar results were found for Cu21 stoichiometri-
cally converted to a Cu~NH3!4

21 complex ion in a CuPSS
salt-free solution~data not shown!. All these observations
indicate that the counterion size has remarkably little infl
ence on the internal structure of the polyelectrolyte doma

The qualitative difference between the peak positions
the monovalent and divalent counterions can be unders
from the Manning model of charge condensation. As m
tioned before, the Manning model56 predicts that the relative
charge density of a polymer having divalent counterions
1/2 the charge density of a chain with monovalent count
ons in the regime of counterion condensation.~In the present
measurements we have34 G51.43– 2.57, so that the poly
mers are highly charged.! Essafiet al.63 have shown thatq*
of salt-free PSS solutions is nearly proportional to the pol
nion charge density.@We have independently confirmed th
our PSS solutions follow the trend forq* (G) indicated by
Essafiet al.# The presence of the divalent counterion reduc
the effective charge density near the chain surface becau
their more effective compensation of the bare cation cha
when the multivalent ions are condensed.56 This relative
charge density reduction makesjd of the PSS domains large
for the divalent ions. The degree of agreement between
Manning model and our scattering observations is proba
fortuitous, but we are confident in the qualitative correctn
of the Manning model explanation of the effect. Some of t
limitations of Manning model in treating multivalent charg
condensation are discussed by Ludwig and Loebel.65

The Manning model of a sharp counterion condensat
at a critical charge density is restricted to low-polymer co
centrations,Cp→01. Levin has indicated that theeffective
charge densityG* should increase smoothly, albeit som
what slowly, at higher polymer concentrations~i.e., the tran-
sition is ‘‘rounded’’! so that counterion condensation corr
sponds to a broad crossover regime inG, rather than a
sharply defined transition point. We interpret the depende
of q* on G to arise from transition rounding at nonvanishin
polymer concentrations. This argument would suggest
q* should saturate to a constant value at high-charge den
G where the saturation value ofG should depend on the poly
mer concentration. However, recent simulations66 of flexible
polyelectrolytes at nonvanishing concentrations do not in
cate a tendency forG* to saturate to a constant value fo
large values ofG so that it is possible that the effectiv
charge densityG* can increase well-above the Mannin
critical value.~Charge condensation effects still reduceG*
relative to the bare charge densityG so that the Manning

-
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model should still be qualitatively applicable in describi
relative changes inG* with charge valence.! Further studies
of q* over a wide range of polymer concentrations a
charge densities are needed to better understand this
nomenon.

While the charge density is clearly a relevant parame
for determining the structure of polyelectrolyte domains
solution, we must warn about the extension of our finding
a direct relation between charge density andjd to polyelec-
trolyte solutions generally. There are observations that in
cating q* can be independent of charge density for cert
polyelectrolytes.67 We tentatively interpret this effect as ari
ing from strong interchain ~e.g., hydrogen bonding!
interactions.68 In this view, the chemical nature of the cha
backbone should then be relevant to determining the inte
structure of the polyelectrolyte domains. We next consi
the influence of charge density andZc on the average radiu
of gyrationRg,d of the polyelectrolyte domain structures.

V. RADIUS OF GYRATION Rg,d OF
POLYELECTROLYTE DOMAIN STRUCTURES

Although previous papers have emphasized the imp
tance of the charge density for the qualitative observation
domain structures in aqueous solutions, especially in the
of colloidal particle dispersions,69–71 there have been rela
tively few quantitative investigations of how the size of t
domain structures depends on the charge density and o
system parameters. This situation is particularly surprising
the case of the colloidal measurements where the par
‘‘domains’’ or ‘‘clusters’’ are perhaps the most conspicuo
feature observed in optical images. There have been prev
studies in which measurements of the average domain
have been noted for polyelectrolyte solutions. From the
gular dependence of total scattered light intensity~static light
scattering! and the angular dependence of the diffusion
efficient of the slow mode~dynamic light scattering!, Sedlak
and Amis72 have estimated the polyelectrolyte domain
mensions for NaPSS for a range of molecular weights an
fixed charge density. Both static and dynamic light scatter
measurements indicated that a domain radius of gyra
Rg,d lies in the range 50 to 100 nm with only a weak depe
dence ofRg,d on chain molecular mass.~We note thatRg of
chain clusters forming in aqueous methylcellulose soluti
undergoing thermally reversible gelation are likewise ins
sitive to both temperature and concentration, provided
the temperature is restricted to the one-phase region.73 The
insensitivity of the cluster size to polymer concentration, m
lecular mass, temperature, and other parameters seems
a common characteristic of equilibrium associating po
mers.! Somewhat later, Sedlak74 noted that theRg,d of poly-
acrylic acid ~PAA! polyelectrolyte domains in water an
methanol had a similar order of magnitude to the PSS
mains in water. He further noted a decrease ofRg,d with a
decrease of the solvent dielectric constant. From the ang
dependence of scattering intensity of poly~N-benzyl-2-
vinylpyridinium bromide! aqueous solutions, Fo¨rsteret al.75

reported an increase inRg,d with molar mass and charg
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density, which is relevant to our current investigation
charge density effects on the domain structures of polye
trolyte solutions.

Figures 2 and 3 show the angular dependence of the
scattering intensity of PSS solutions where the counter
charge valence and the polyanion charge density are va
respectively. The polymer chains in Fig. 2 have aMn

56.063104 andG52.57. The data in Figs. 2 and 3 were
to a Lorentzian~lines in figures! according to the formula,
I (0)/I (q)511 1

3(Rg,d)2q2, whereI (q) is the excess scatter
ing intensity obtained by subtracting the solvent backgrou
(H2O) scattering intensity. The resulting apparentRg,d of the

FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the normalized reciprocal excess scatt
intensity I (0)/I (q) for PSS with Na1 and Mg21 counterions at a fixed
polyion charge density~Ref. 34! of 90%,G52.57 ~sample PSS-h2!, where
the polyion concentration is 0.20 M. The solid lines are Lorentzian

@ I (0)/I (q)511
1
3)(Rg,d)2q2]. Note that the polyelectrolyte domain struc

tures become smaller for divalent counterions than for monovalent cou
rions. Similar apparentRg,d values were determined from Debye-functio
fits to the data shown in figure.

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the normalized reciprocal excess scatt
intensityI (0)/I (q) for NaPSS with variable charge density~Ref. 34!, 84%,
(G52.40, sample PSS-h3!, and 50% (G51.43, sample NaPSS-h4!, where
the polyion concentration is 0.20 M. The solid lines are Lorentzian

@ I (0)/I (q)511
1
3)(Rg,d)2q2]. Note that the polyelectrolyte domain struc

tures become smaller with a decrease in the charge density. Divalent c
terion data is also included for comparison of the magnitude of the effe
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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polyelectrolyte domains for the monovalent counteri
(Na1) is found to be 48 nm whileRg,d for the divalent ion
(Mg21) is 21 nm. ~We use the term ‘‘apparent radius o
gyration’’ since interdomain interactions are neglected in
Lorentzian fits ofRg,d .) Thus, we find roughly a factor of 2
reduction in the polyelectrolyte domain size in the case
the divalent (Mg21) relative to the monovalent counterio
(Na1). Our measurements of the domain dimensions
NaPSS agree qualitatively with previous observations
Sedlak72 and Matsouka and Ise76 under comparable solven
conditions~molecular mass, polyanion charge density, po
mer concentration!. The lowering of the polyelectrolyte do
main size in the case of the divalent counterion is appare
another consequence of the lowering of the polyanion cha
density by the presence of divalent counterions. Notably,
rough factor of 2 change in the polyelectrolyte domain
mensions between the divalent and monovalent counte
cases acts in theopposite directionto the change found fo
jd . This trend is natural since a lowering of the charge d
sity should diminish the tendency of polyelectrolyte doma
formation, as found for colloid dispersions.77

Ray and Manning78 have recently developed a model
chain domain formation in highly charged polyelectroly
solutions that has relevance to our measurements. They
count for charge condensation effects in polyelectrolyte
lutions and their arguments indicate the presence of an
tractive interaction between highly charged polyelectrol
chains at an intermediate length scale set by the De
screening parameter,k. This predicted interaction betwee
polyelectrolyte chains is mediated by the counterions and
the property that the well depthdecreaseswith charge va-
lence. Moreover, the range of the interaction is predicted
be independentof charge valence for a fixed ionic strengt
The decreased attraction with increased charge valenc
consistent with our observations, but the insensitivity of
potential range to charge valence is hard to reconcile w
our observed charge valence dependence ofjd . The model-
ing of Ray and Manning makes several assumptions~e.g.,
chains are long rods! that may not be appropriate to sem
flexible polyelectrolyte chains so that the cluster morpholo
is unrealistic in comparison to our measurements~e.g., for-
mation of bundles of rods!. In our view, this model makes
interesting qualitative predictions and incorporates esse
physical features of polyelectrolyte solutions. A quantitat
comparison of our measurements to this model will requ
further theoretical developments, however.

To further check our physical intuition relating the d
main sizeRg,d to the charge density we can consider t
direct influence of the charge density onRg,d . Figure 3
shows light scattering intensity data for NaPSS data hav
84% and 50% degrees of sulfonation34 (G52.40 and 1.43,
respectively! and a common degree of polymerization~DP
5174! and polymer concentration (Cp50.20 M!. Decreasing
the charge density causesRg,d to decrease from 41 to 32 nm
This observation supports the qualitative idea that the ove
chain dimensions of the polyelectrolyte domains increa
with the charge density and our suggestion that the reduc
of Rg,d arises from the reduction of the polymer charge d
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sity by the divalent counterion through its more efficie
compensation of the bare polyanion charge.

A more complete view of the scattering properties
polyelectrolyte solutions which simultaneously emphasi
the large scale chain domain structure and the local in
chain correlations within the polymer domains requires
combination of light and neutron~or x-ray! scattering mea-
surements to cover the wide range of scales required. E
and Amis16 recently made a pioneering study of this kind f
poly~N-methyl-2-vinylpyridinium chloride! in D2O with
combination of light and neutron scattering intensity da
We reproduce some of this data in Fig. 4 for salt-free so
tion having a range of polymer concentrations,~3.0, 15, 30!
g/L, to illustrate this ‘‘broader view’’ of the scattering prop
erties of a polyelectrolyte solution. The average polyelect
lyte domain size in these measurements was'90 nm, inde-
pendent of the polymer concentrations. This is a typi
dimension for polyelectrolyte or colloidal charged partic
domains. We also observe that the scattering intensity da
Fig. 4 has a strong resemblance to the structure facto
tethered random surfaces,17–21 suggesting that the polyelec
trolyte domains have a geometry similar to a cobweb.~Poly-
mer networks similar to tethered random surfaces form
‘‘skeleton’’ of eukaryotic cell membranes and are found in
variety of other cell types.79!

A closer look at the wavevector dependence of the s
tering intensity data for the PSS solutions reveals an imp
tant difference between the PSS solution data and the ob
vations of Ermi and Amis.16 The poly~N-methyl-2-
vinylpyridinium chloride! data ~Fig. 4! shows a convincing
power law scaling at lowq that is representative of a fracta
structure having a dimension,df>2.160.2. In contrast, the

FIG. 4. Combined static light scattering and SANS intensity dataI (q) over
large wave vector range for poly~N-methyl-2-vinylpyridinium chloride! in
D2O ~Ermi and Amis, Ref. 16, Fig. 4!. The polymer concentrations ar
equal: ~n! 3.0 g/L, ~h! 15 g/L, and~s! 30 g/L. The sharp decrease i
scattering intensity with increasingq follows an apparent power law,I (q)
}q22.260.2, for each sample.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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magnitude of the corresponding apparent power law for
PSS data was generally found to lie in the range 2.5–4, c
sistent with a more compact network structure or a dom
structure having a sharp interface. Representative scatte
intensity data for PSS solutions with monovalent (Na1)
counterions are given in Fig. 5. The data emphasize the
termediateq range where a power law scaling forI (q)
should be a reasonable approximation. These measurem
~Light scattering data as in Fig. 4 would allow for a mo
complete analysis! indicate that the polyelectrolyte domain
formed in the case of Na1 counterions are ‘‘globular’’~non-
fractal; df'3! domains. This change in cluster geome
from the previous poly~N-methyl-2-vinylpyridinium chlo-
ride! observations~Fig. 4! might be related to the stron
hydrophobic backbone structure of PSS chains, which is
a notable feature of many biologically significant polyele
trolytes. Ise and co-workers have previously made obse
tions of a similar wave vector scaling at intermediate sca
for NaPSS and they found a similar scattering intensity s
ing as in our Fig. 5.80 Taken together, these observatio
indicate that while the formation of polyelectrolyte doma
structures may be a general feature of polyelectrolyte s
tions for strong Coulomb coupling, the geometrical form
the polyelectrolyte domains appears to benonuniversal.The
chain and solvent structure influences the domain geome
A similar situation has been observed in the aggregation
uncharged fullerene C60 particles in various solvents wher
both fractaldf.2.1 and globular (df.3) dynamical clusters
are found depending on the solvent.81–83 Future studies of
polyelectrolyte solutions in the strong coupling regim
should focus on how counterion valence, short-range in
actions, chain stiffness, monomer structure, polymer conc

FIG. 5. SANS scattering intensityI (q) data for representative NaPSS pol
electrolyte solution at intermediate wave vectorq scales~sample PSS-h2!.
The data are shown in a log–log representation and the fitted app
power scaling exponent is indicated in the figure.G andCp are 2.57 and 1.6
M, respectively.~This is notably a rather high polymer concentration re
tive to the solutions considered elsewhere in the paper.! Optimally, the data
should cover a largerq range to assign scaling exponents forI (q) with
confidence, but the apparent scaling is clearly distinct from former meas
ments on poly~N-methyl-2-vinylpyridinium chloride! solutions~Fig. 4!. The
current measurements are consistent with earlier measurements on N
by Ise and co-workers~Ref. 77!.
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tration, salt concentration, etc., influence the polyelectrol
domain morphology.

The combination of light and neutron scattering data
dicates that highly charged polyelectrolyte chains form d
main structures at moderate polymer concentrations and
the internal structure of these transient chain clusters n
mally depends on the polymer concentration and charge d
sity. We indicate a cartoon of the physical situation in Fig.
which shows a polyelectrolyte domain, composed of ma
changes and surrounded by a counterion cloud, and in e
librium with unassociated polyelectrolyte chains. Our me
surements indicate that the size of these domainsRg,d in-
creases with the polymer charge density while the interch
correlation lengthjd within the cluster decreases with th
polymer charge density. Our cartoon naively indicates t
the counterion cloud entirely encloses the polymer cha
within the polyelectrolyte domains, but the real situati
probably involves a diffuse counterion enrichment lay
about chains within the domains. We then expect the co
terion cloud structure within the domains to have ‘‘spong
like’’ morphology. Further neutron scattering measureme
are needed to establish the geometry of the counterion cl

VI. RADIUS OF GYRATION Rg,c OF INDIVIDUAL
POLYMER CHAINS

The problem of calculating the mean dimensions
polyelectrolyte chains has attracted much theoretical at
tion, but the measurement of this property is complicated
the general tendency of polyelectrolyte chains to form d

nt

e-

SS
FIG. 6. Conceptional two-dimensional representation of polyelectrolyte
main, showing a domain composed of many chains and surrounded
counterion cloud in equilibrium with unassociated polyelectrolyte cha
Our cartoon naively indicates that the counterion cloud is entirely enclos
the polymer chains with the polyelectrolyte domains, but the real situa
probably involves a diffuse counterion enrichment layer about chains wi
the domains. The dashed chain is an individual chain.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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main structures beyond even very low-polymer concen
tions under salt-free conditions. Existing theory has little
say about the present measurements where counterion
densation must have a large influence on the local chain
gidity as well as dispersion of chains in solution. It is th
interesting to estimate the individual polyelectrolyte cha
dimensions for polyelectrolyte solutions in the strong co
pling regime by combining SANS measurements with iso
pic labeling techniques to separate intrachain from interch
correlations. Notably, this method can be employed even
the salt-free conditions of our measurements. We next ex
ine how the chain dimensions depend on the counte
charge valency and compare these changes to those foun
the polyelectrolyte domainRg,d and polyelectrolyte inter-
chain correlation length,jd .

The zero average contrast~ZAC! method is used to sepa
rate the intramolecular scattering function from the ove
scattering and this method was described in detail in pr
ous works.84,85 In brief, we prepared equimolar mixtures o
equivalent DP deuterated and hydrogenated PSS in a mix
of H2O and D2O. The fraction of D2O in the solution is set to
the ‘‘optical theta condition’’ where the scattering leng
density of the hydrogenated and deuterated monomers
equal and opposite so that the interchain correlations
compensated. Figure 7 shows SANS scattering data utiliz
ZAC matching for NaPSS and MgPSS solutions (Cp50.26
M, equimolar mixture of samples PSS-h2 and PSS-d2!. The
absence of a peak in Fig. 7~compare to Fig. 1! gives direct
evidence for the compensation of interchain correlatio
~The molecular mass for the data shown in Fig. 7 is low
than for measurements shown in Fig. 1 and this differe
should be accounted for in comparing the dimensions of
polymer chain and the interchain correlation lengthjd .) We
observe that the divalent counterion gives rise to a rela
decreaseof the chain radius of gyration,Rg,c . The fits to the
data in the figure correspond to a Debye function. It is fou

FIG. 7. SANS measurement of PSS polymer radius of gyration for Na1 and
Mg21 counterions using the zero average contrast~ZAC! method to com-
pensate intermolecular scattering. Lines denote Debye function fits to
and fittedRg,c of PSS chains~equimolar mixture of sample PSS-h2 an
sample PSS-d2!. We also fitted data to a wormlike chain model using t
function from Sharp and Bloomfield~Ref. 128! which, however, gives al-
most identical fits.
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that a fit to a wormlike chain model gives almost identic
fits in theq range studied.

We can obtain some further insights into this chain co
traction caused by the divalent counterions by comparing
polyelectrolyte chain dimensions to an idealized rod confi
ration for our polymer and an ideal random flight coil havin
a statistical segment length assumed to equal 2.5 Å. S
the normal experience with uncharged polymer solutio
gives rise to some dependence of the chain dimension
the polymer concentration, we also performed our meas
ments over a range of polymer concentrations. Figure
shows the results of these extensive ZAC measurement
NaPSS and MgPSS solutions having the same molec
mass and degree of sulfonation as the data shown in Fig
We made further ZAC measurements on new NaPSS
MgPSS samples prepared by ourselves. The average DP34 of
the new samples was DP5291 which is close to value fo
commercial sample data shown in Figs. 7 and 8, aver
DP5305. These new measurements giveRg,c which agree
with the data in Fig. 8 to within experimental uncertain
over the concentration regime indicated.

The magnitude of the relative chain contraction caus
by the divalent counterions is generally in the range 1.5–
change similar in magnitude to the change in scale obse
for the overall dimensions (Rg,d) of the polyelectrolyte do-
mains. The chain dimensions within the polyelectrolyte d
mainsRg,c seem to be consistent with a semiflexible po
mer. The increase of the polymer concentration appare
leads to increased screening of the charge and excluded
ume interactions, leading to a contraction of the chain
mensions to a value closer to the value for an ideal ‘‘rand
coil’’ polymer. This trend is accentuated in the case of t
divalent counterions and we suggest that this effect has
origin in the change in the polyanion charge density as in

ta
FIG. 8. SANS measurements of theCp dependence of radius of gyration o
PSS chains with Na1 and Mg21 counterions obtained by the zero avera
contrast method~using an equimolar mixture of sample PSS-h2 and sam
PSS-d2!. Note that chain dimensions are intermediate between rodlike
random coil dimensions~limits denoted by dashed lines! and that the chains
become smaller in the presence of divalent counterions. The change o
polyelectrolyte dimensions for divalent counterions relative to monova
counterions is comparable to the change in the polyelectrolyte domain
with counterion valence~see Fig. 2!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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previous Rg,d and jd observations on polyelectrolyte do
mains. We also varied the molecular mass over a wide ra
@58<DP<553# at a fixed polymer concentration and hig
charge density (Cp50.26 M;G52.17– 2.57) and we found
reasonably good fit of our data to the Kratky–Porod wor
like chain model.

We note that the change in the rigidity~i.e., the persis-
tence length! of polyelectrolytes withZc has many biological
implication and this effect has been observed previously
the biological literature. A change ofl p with Zc has recently
been observed in optical tweezers measurements on D
solutions.86 Electro-optical87 and other techniques88 provided
earlier, but indirect estimates of the change inl p with charge
valency. These changes in the rigidity of polyelectroly
with Zc have important implications for the extent of DN
knotting,89 DNA supercoiling90 and are potentially importan
for DNA packaging in cells and viruses, and DNA molecu
recognition and function.88 It is notable from our observa
tions that the change ofl p with charge valence in highly
charged polyelectrolytes is not restricted to molecules hav
a double helix structure.

These observations on synthetic and biological polye
trolytes raise questions about the electrostatic origin of ch
rigidity in strong-coupling polyelectrolyte polymer solution
The existence of counterion condensation suggests tha
ion concentration near the polymer should become somew
insensitive to salt concentrations, at least at low-salt conc
trations. Thus, we might expect the ionic strength dep
dence ofl p to be secondary in its dependence on the co
terion valence under the conditions of strong Coulo
coupling. A change of the extent of the counterion clo
with salt concentration should makel p dependent on sal
concentration, as in the case of weak coupling polyelec
lyte solutions48 ~‘‘weak polyelectrolytes’’! where a depen-
dence of chain rigidity on ionic strength can be theoretica
investigated with greater confidence.48 The condensation o
counterions onto the backbone of the polyelectrolyte ch
can naturally be expected to modify the effective rigidity
the chain-counterion ‘‘complex’’ and it is important to un
derstand how charge valency influences this rigidification
the case of neutral polymers there is good correlation
tween relative chain rigidity and the cross-sectional radius
the polymer, as measured by scattering measurements.91 This
correlation for neutral polymers extends reasonably to po
electrolytes whose bare charge is largely compensated
condensed counterions~‘‘strong-coupling’’!. Recent simula-
tions and density functional theory calculations indicate t
the counterion cloud extent for highly charged rod polym
is significantly reduced in the case of a low-concentrat
~16 mM! of divalent (Mg21) counterion salt relative to a sa
with a monovalent (Na1) counterion.92 If we identify the
sum of the hard-core polyelectrolyte cross-sectional dim
sion with the spatial extent of the counterion cloud we th
obtain a larger cross-sectional radius in the case o
monovalent counterions~relative to divalent counterions!.
This leads to the expectation that polyelectrolyte chains w
monovalent counterions should be more rigid~other chain
parameters being equal!, in accord with our present measur
ments.
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There have been other interpretations of increased fl
ibility of polyelectrolytes induced by multivalent counter
ons. A prevalent idea, introduced in discussions of DN
rigidity, is that the high charge of multivalent counterion
causes the polyelectrolyte to ‘‘kink’’88 so that the polyelec-
trolyte chain becomes more ‘‘coiled.’’ This picture of th
change of change of polymer rigidity with charge valence
very sensitive to model assumptions such as assumed v
tions in the dielectric constant of the solvent about the po
mer chain93 so that this interpretation remains uncertain.
seems likely to us that a combination of effects arising fro
the counterion ‘‘dressing’’ about the chain and local cha
polarization effects are responsible for the large change
chain rigidity with counterion valence. The origin of cha
rigidity for highly charged polyelectrolytes in the regime
counterion condensation deserves further experimental
theoretical investigation.

VII. INFLUENCE OF COUNTERION VALENCE Zc ON
DYNAMIC LIGHT SCATTERING PROPERTIES

There have been numerous dynamic light scatter
measurements on polyelectrolyte solutions in the strong c
pling regime. Dynamic light scattering measurements fi
suggested the existence of polyelectrolyte domain struct
and some authors tried to estimate the size of these struc
by assuming that the Stokes–Einstein relation can be app
to the slow diffusive mode that is a characteristic feature
‘‘strong coupling’’ polyelectrolyte solutions.94 Of course,
these estimates of the polyelectrolyte domain size are c
plicated by the fact that osmotic interparticle interactions c
give an appreciable contribution to the magnitude of the c
lective diffusion coefficient and, moreover, there is a visco
contribution arising from the change in the solution viscos
that must be accounted for before this type of model could
used to reliably estimate the dimensions of the polyelec
lyte domains. However, dynamic light scattering data c
provide valuable information about the lifetime of counteri

FIG. 9. Representative light scattering autocorrelation functionsG(t) for
NaPSS and MgPSS solutions showing the effect of counterion valenc
polyelectrolyte solution relaxation~sample PSS-h2!. ~a! Upper half of figure
shows raw dynamic light scattering data.~b! Bottom half of figure shows the
spectrum of relaxation times obtained byCONTIN analysis: u545°, Cp

50.20 M. The relaxation time for the fast mode becomesslower for the
divalent counterions (Mg21) while the slow mode becomesfaster.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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and polymer concentration fluctuations occurring at equi
rium in polyelectrolyte solutions. We next consider the infl
ence of counterion valency on the nature of dynamic li
scattering data for PSS solutions.

Figure 9~a! shows typical light intensity-intensity corre
lation functionG(t) for NaPSS and MgPSS polyelectroly
solutions. The concentration for these measurements eq
Cp50.20 M and G52.57, so these measurements cor
spond to strong coupling. First, we observed that the lo
time relaxation of the solution with divalent ions is signi
cantly ‘‘faster.’’ We quantify this effect by a standar
CONTIN35 analysis of the relaxation timet spectrum and the
result of this analysis is indicated in Fig. 9~b!. These mea-
surements show the typical well-defined double-exponen
relaxation of salt-free polyelectrolyte and colloidal partic
solutions in the strong-coupling Coulomb interaction regim
A plot of the wavevector dependence of the fast and s
relaxation times is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. These mo
are clearly diffusive and we introduced fast and slow dif
sion coefficients through the definitions,D f51(t f q2) and
Ds51/(ts q2), respectively.

FIG. 10. Wave vectorq dependence of the ‘‘fast’’ mode relaxation timest f

for PSS with Na1 and Mg21 counterions~sample PSS-h2!. Fitted fast mode
diffusion coefficientsD f are indicated in figure.

FIG. 11. Wave vectorq dependence of ‘‘slow mode’’ relaxation timests for
PSS with Na1 and Mg21 counterions~sample PSS-h2!. Fitted slow mode
diffusion coefficientD f are indicated in figure.
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Figures 9–11 show that the overall shape ofG(t) is not
dependent on the counterion type, but there are signific
changes in the diffusion constants.D f andDs of the NaPSS
solution are estimated to equal (6.060.1)31026 cm2/s and
(1.060.2)31028 cm2/s, respectively, while we find (2.1
60.1)31026 cm2/s and (6.360.2)31028 cm2/s for the
MgPSS solution. Figure 12 shows the concentration dep
dence of the diffusion coefficientsD f andDs for Na PSS and
MgPSS solutions~sample PSS-h2! over a range of polymer
concentrations. The concentration dependence ofD f andDs

is weak at concentrations greater than 531023 M, so that
the changes in the diffusion coefficients withZc indicated in
Figs. 9–11 apply to a good approximation over a wide co
centration range. An extrapolation of theD f andDs for the
NaPSS solutions to low concentrations leads to a ‘‘merg
point’’ concentrationCp* ;O(1025 M or 1025 g/mL!. If D f

is taken to be comparable to the chain self-diffusion coe
cient at low-polymer concentrations, then we expect t
concentration to correspond to the onset of polyelectro
domain formation. Notably, reduced viscosity data f
NaPSS solutions commonly exhibit maxima44 for concentra-
tions on the order of our rough estimate of the critical co
centration for polyelectrolyte domain formation,Cp* . Data
for divalent counterion solutions at low-polymer concent
tions are not included in Fig. 12 because of the difficulty
determining the diffusion coefficients. There was no dif
culty in measuringG(t) in these low-polymer concentra
tions, but the relaxations inG(t) become significantly non-
exponential so thatD determinations became unreliable. W
tentatively attribute the nonexponentiality in the slow mo
contribution toG(t) in the case of the divalent counterio
(Mg21) to polydispersity in the domain size distribution.

A. Fast mode

There have been many interpretations proposed forD f

andDs for polyelectrolyte solutions. The fast-diffusive mod
has been interpreted as a coupled diffusion between the p
electrolyte and its counterions72,95–97or as a gel mode of the
transient network.75 The gel mode was claimed to be inval

FIG. 12. Concentration dependence of diffusion coefficients for NaPSS
MgPSS salt-free solutions. We obtain a rough estimate of the onset of
tering in the case of the NaPSS data by extrapolating theD f andDs data to
low concentrations~dotted lines! to find a crossing point~sample PSS-h2!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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because D f shows no dependence on polym
concentration.72 Moreover, the diffusive nature of the fas
mode indicated in Fig. 10 is inconsistent with the gel mo
interpretation of the fast mode. The idealized Nernst–Har
~NH! model predicts thatD f.DNH5(11Zp)DpDc /(ZpDp

1Dc) whereDp is the diffusion coefficient of the polyme
without the charges,Dc is the counterion diffusion coeffi
cient, andZp is the effective polyanion charge.72,95–98 If
ZpDp@Dc , thenD f;DNH;Dc , i.e., the coupled diffusion
is dominated byDc . The Nernst–Hartley theory does n
address itself to polyelectrolyte domain formation at non
nishing polymer concentrations, but we still expect the f
mode in our measurements to be dominated by the mob
of the counterions~in the absence of interchain ‘‘cross
linking’’ phenomena mediated by counterions!. Consistent
with this reasoning, Matsuokaet al.99 have shown that the
D f of PSS varies as LiPSS<NaPSS,CsPSS!HPSS, which
is in accord with the inequalities in the magnitudes of cou
terion diffusion coefficients. Since the diffusion coefficie
of Mg21 (0.70631025 cm2/s is smaller than Dc of
Na1 (1.3331025 cm2/s!98 by a factor of 2, the observe
reduction ofD f for MgPSS by a factor near 2 in Fig. 12
understandable based on a counterion–polyion coupling
model of the fast mode. A similar influence of counteri
valence has also been found in the study of the dynamic
DNA solution100 whereD f of CaDNA is found to be smalle
thanD f for NaDNA. Although the strong dependence ofD f

on counterion valence supports the qualitative picture o
coupled polyelectrolyte–counterion transport, further the
is required to describe polyelectrolyte solutions exhibiti
domain clustering.

B. Slow mode

The slow diffusive mode in Fig. 11 has previously be
interpreted in terms of the diffusion of polyelectroly
domains.97,101–102We observe thatDs becomes muchlarger
in the case of the divalent counterions~contrast this result
with the decrease ofD f discussed above!. This result is ex-
pected qualitatively based on our previous observation o
reduction of the polyelectrolyte domain size for the divale
counterions relative to the monovalent ions. The effec
much too large to be accounted for by the naı¨ve application
of the Stokes–Einstein relation, however. We have alre
mentioned that the neglect of interparticle interaction ma
this kind of domain size estimation uncertain, and we n
that a substantial change in the viscosity between the c
of monovalent and divalent counterion can be expected
this must have an effect onDs . Cohen and Patel103,104show
that a change from monovalent to divalent cations in P
solutions can lead to a substantial reduction of the polye
trolyte solution viscosity. This effect is apparent in o
samples which are much more fluid in the case of dival
counterions, other solution parameters being equal and
ascribe the main increase ofDs with charge valence to this
viscosity effect rather than a direct change in domain siz

A reasonable estimate of domain size fromDs measure-
ments requires both a measure of the osmotic interpar
interaction and the solution viscosity. Measurement of
zero-shear solution viscosity of strong coupling polyelect
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lyte solution is necessarily complicated by the breakdown
the polymer domain structures under shear, which lead
substantial shear thinning.105 Very significant slowing down
of the slow mode can be anticipated at higher polyelectro
concentrations where the domain structures should perco
and we are currently investigating these more concentra
polymer solutions.

The measuredts ~or Ds) is perhaps more usefully con
sidered to represent the lifetime of the compositional fluct
tions represented by the polyelectrolyte domains. This pr
erty should be very important for characterizing many oth
properties of polyelectrolyte solutions such as the So
coefficient,106 electrical conductivity, shear relaxation et
The change from a monovalent to a divalent counterion
be expected to enhance compositional transport in str
coupling polyelectrolyte solutions.

Further dynamic light scattering properties of PSS so
tions have been systematically investigated by Sedlak
Amis72,97 where dynamic light scattering properties of pol
electrolyte solutions are summarized as a function of po
mer concentrations, salt concentration, chain molecu
mass, etc. The qualitative findings are unchanged b
change of charge valency so we do not repeat this discus
here.

VIII. DISCUSSIONS

The effect of multivalent counterions on the structu
and properties of polyelectrolyte solutions has recently
tracted attention because of the recognition of the importa
of ionic interactions in may biological processes such
DNA condensation,107 salt-bridges stabiliting numerous bio
logical structures,108 nerve excitation,109 and protein
folding.110 Interest has also been stimulated by recent the
and simulation studies that have indicated substan
changes in polyelectrolyte interaction when monoval
counterions are replaced by multivalent counte
ons.30,78,111–115Many measurements on synthetic polyele
trolyte show that the addition of salts containing multivale
cations tend to cause gelation and phase separation f
sufficient quantity of salt,30,31,104,116–120suggesting the stabi
lizing effect of the polyanion charge against large sc
phase segregation is diminished by the condensation of m
tivalent counterions. Multivalent contacts can also be
pected to participate in multifunctional chain contact assoc
tion interactions for certain temperature ranges so that m
new effects and polyelectrolyte solution morphologies ar
when the cations are multivalent.

Neutron scattering and static and dynamic light scat
ing measurements were performed on aqueous solution
sulfonated polystyrene having a range of multivalent coun
rions, charge densities, molecular weight, and polymer c
centrations. The measurements were performed in the st
coupling regime where counterion condensation has a str
influence on the polyelectrolyte solution properties. Neutr
scattering measurements of the high-q peak positionq* in
the scattering intensityI (q) data~defining the interchain cor-
relation lengthjd52p/q* of the polyelectrolyte domain
structures! increases by a factor of 1.5–2 for divalent cou
terions, relative to the monovalent counterion case. T
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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finding is a natural consequence of the reduction of the p
ion charge density by divalent counterions in the stro
coupling regime, qualitatively consistent with Manning
model of charge condensation. Light scattering meas
ments of the overall dimensions of the polyelectrolyte d
mains indicate that the size of these domains becomes
duced for divalent relative to monovalent counterions.
reduction of the polyelectrolyte charge density is also fou
to lead to a reduction in the size of the polyelectrolyte d
mains. These findings suggest that the particle charge de
is the primary parameter governing the polyelectrolyte
main formation and future work should consider whethe
critical charge densityGc is required for the occurrence o
the polyelectrolyte domains in low molecular mass po
mers.

To gain insight into the single chain properties of t
polymer chains within the polyelectrolyte domains we p
formed contrast matching neutron scattering measurem
of the chain radius of gyration. The change of the chain s
Rg,c was found to be reduced in the case of divalent ions
an extent that was similar in magnitude to the change in
polyelectrolyte domain size,Rg,d . We also observe that th
chains are not extended into a rodlike configuration in th
relatively low-concentration polyelectrolyte solutions. T
chains have an extension intermediate between extended
random coil chains and the chain swelling due to elec
static and excluded volume interactions becomes diminis
with increasing polymer concentrations, an effect remin
cent of solutions of uncharged polymer solutions.121 These
observations raise questions about the role of charge de
in influencing the rigidity of polyelectrolyte in the stron
coupling regime.

Finally, we performed dynamic light scattering measu
ments to determine the influence of counterion charge
lency on collective diffusion processes in strong coupl
polyelectrolyte solutions. The collective diffusion coefficie
Ds associated with the ‘‘slow mode’’ in the dynamic ligh
scattering is significantly increased in the case of dival
counterions and this effect is argued to be general becau
the decrease of the polyelectrolyte domain sizeRg,d for mul-
tivalent ions and the tendency of multivalent ions to redu
the solution viscosity.102 This enhancement of mass diffusio
and solution relaxation has many implications for transp
properties in polyelectrolyte solutions. The ‘‘fast diffusio
coefficient’’ D f changes seems to be dominated by the co
terion diffusion rather than by the polyion diffusion.

One of the topics neglected in the present paper is
influence of multivalent ions on osmotic properties a
phase stability of strong coupling polyelectrolyte solution
Horkay et al.122 have recently made preliminary measur
ments exploring charge multivalency effects in high
charged polyacrylic acid gels. These measurements indi
the absenceof a change of the gel elasticity with alkalin
earth metal divalent cations that might be associated wi
‘‘bridging interaction’’ mediated by the counterions.~For
certain transition metal cations, however, a change in e
ticity with charge valency was observed, presumably ass
ated with the formation of ‘‘salt-bridge’’ like counterion
chain complexes.122! These observations are consistent w
Downloaded 17 Dec 2001 to 129.6.154.32. Redistribution subject to AI
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our observations indicating an increased flexibility of high
charged polyelectrolyte chains with the condensation of
valent counterions.

The increased flexibility and reduced chain repulsi
caused by multivalent counterions is a general effect that
be expected to have many ramifications in material scie
and biology. These effects are known to facilitate the ‘‘co
densation’’ of DNA into compact toroidal or rodlike
forms123–125and to influence the stiffness, knotting and s
percoiling properties of DNA.86,89,90We can also anticipate
that multivalent counterions will have a large influence
the stability of charged lipid vesicles used in drug delive
and many other biological applications and on the fusion
membrane in living cells. In particular, an increase in t
flexibility should facilitate membrane fusion and lead to
destabilization of vesicle dispersions. It is well known th
Ca21 counterions play a central role in membrane fusi
phenomena in biological systems126 and Ca21 counterions
have also been shown to cause the aggregation of phosp
dylserine vesicles in aqueous salt solutions.126 These obser-
vations suggest that we should expand our studies of ch
valency effects to ‘‘polyelectrolytes’’ having a two
dimensional topology~i.e., membranes!.22 Changes in mem-
brane transport induced by changes in the concentratio
multivalent counterions deserve special attention becaus
the many potential biological applications.127 We can also
anticipate that multivalent counterion effects should be i
portant in the area of tissue and drug preservation si
changes in the polymer rigidity should also lead to chan
in the glass transition of biological materials. Further syste
atic studies of charge valence effects on polymer rigidity a
interaction should be very fruitful.
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